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AXIS OF PYRAMIDEN
Observatory of nature recovery

Pyramiden used to be a small mining village on
the outskirts of the world. Once it had lost its
original purpose and suddenly, almost in one day,
all the people were sent away so that this tiny artic
settlement was left alone. It has been 17 years
since and now we are thinking about how to (and
if so) preserve this place. Nowadays it is a town of
ghosts, birds and long cold winter nights and in
some way it is the most authentic state in which it
could be - that is what we consider important and
also valuable. We seek to preserve this authenticity,
we want to avoid creating meaningless functions
and structures which nobody would ever use. We
rather leave the place to live its own life, we leave
it to the birds, foxes, polar bears and few lost artic
wanderers, for whom Pyramiden is going to be
a small laboratory. This place has very special
and rare conditions for making all kind of different
projects from field of science to artistic creations.
For this we are designing four small objects

around Pyramiden which will serve as residential
observatories. Therefore, the village of Pyramiden,
in our approach, is becoming observatory of the
change - the change from human inhabited piece
of land back to the land of nature. This process is
going to last for pretty long time and people shall
observe.

We think that the preservation of Pyramiden
doesn’t neccesarily need to be physical.
The preservation is being already made by
all the photographers, scientists, Google
satellites and cameras and so on (even this
competition is now a part of this virtual
preservation). There is whole parallel universe
full of virtually preserved Pyramidens. We
believe that the authentic process of aging
and natural change is more valuable than any
physical preservation of some state in time.

Still we think there is a strong need of reminding
future people that there existed this special place
where humans used to live on this very very end of
the planet. Pyramiden urbanism is remarkable for
its obvious two modernistic axis - from the central
square to the harbour and from central square
to the mine. We use these two axis as a symbol
for the town of Pyramiden. They create base for
huge volumeless building made out of light, which
emerges sometimes during those neverending
winter nights. In the future, maybe there won’t be
any humandkind living on the Earth but the birds
will be still flying under the pyramid when another
civilization would find it.

Two main axis of human presence in Pyramiden
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Four beams of light from the ends of axis
pointed to te the centre makes a pyramid

Observatories — periscopes at the ends
of axis with floodlights and places to stay

1400 m high

9 m high

B

But this pyramid doesn’t really exist, it has lost its
volume, it is just few photons flying through the
space and time.
AB — 3 000 m
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